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Super Natural Every Day
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Book Award (Baking and Desserts) A
New York Times bestseller and named a Best Baking Book of the Year by the
Atlantic, the Wall Street Journal, the Chicago Tribune, Bon Appétit, the New York
Times, the Washington Post, Mother Jones, the Boston Globe, USA Today, Amazon,
and more "The most groundbreaking book on baking in years. Full stop."—Saveur
From One-Bowl Devil’s Food Layer Cake to a flawless Cherry Pie that’s crisp even
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on the very bottom, BraveTart is a celebration of classic American desserts.
Whether down-home delights like Blueberry Muffins and Glossy Fudge Brownies or
supermarket mainstays such as Vanilla Wafers and Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Ice Cream, your favorites are all here. These meticulously tested recipes bring an
award-winning pastry chef’s expertise into your kitchen, along with advice on how
to “mix it up” with over 200 customizable variations—in short, exactly what you’d
expect from a cookbook penned by a senior editor at Serious Eats. Yet BraveTart is
much more than a cookbook, as Stella Parks delves into the surprising stories of
how our favorite desserts came to be, from chocolate chip cookies that predate the
Tollhouse Inn to the prohibition-era origins of ice cream sodas and floats. With a
foreword by The Food Lab’s J. Kenji López-Alt, vintage advertisements for these
historical desserts, and breathtaking photography from Penny De Los Santos,
BraveTart is sure to become an American classic.

Bake with Anna Olson
Kehdy's cookbook is an inspired collection of classics and innovative dishes from a
part of the world which, at the moment, is enjoying its overdue place in the sun.
Her contribution and original, thoughtful and delicious. Go get it! --Yottam
Ottolenghi Bethany Kehdy is renowned for the contemporary Middle Eastern and
North African recipes that she publishes on her blog (dirtykitchensecrets.com). A
Lebanese-American born in Houston, Texas and brought up in Lebanon, she spent
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countless hours learning to cook with her perfectionist teta (grandmother), her
vivacious dad and her spirited aunts. Her recipes are a harmonious balance of
classic and contemporary, as she draws upon her childhood roots while adding her
own personal twist to these iconic recipes. The cuisines from the Middle East and
North Africa share many diverse influences and gorgeous key ingredients and
spices, such as pomegranates, figs, pine nuts, saffron and sumac. Passionate about
food and her heritage, this former Miss Lebanon showcases the sheer brilliance of
the dishes of the Levant. Try a fragrant Fish Tagine with Preserved Lemons with
Moroccan flavours; fiery Lamb Shanks with Butterbeans and Tomatoes from
Lebanon; or delicately spiced Chicken, Walnuts and Pomegranate Stew with its
Persian influences. Cuisines across the region are covered, including Egyptian,
Palestinian, Syrian, Turkish, Iraqi and Jordanian. You'll find yourself drawn into a
whole new world and a whole new way of cooking.

Bake and Destroy
In 2013, food blogger and classical musician Molly Yeh left Brooklyn to live on a
farm on the North Dakota-Minnesota border, where her fiancé was a fifthgeneration Norwegian-American sugar beet farmer. Like her award-winning blog
My Name is Yeh, Molly on the Range chronicles her life through photos, more than
120 new recipes, and hilarious stories from life in the city and on the farm. Molly’s
story begins in the suburbs of Chicago in the 90s, when things like Lunchables and
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Dunkaroos were the objects of her affection; continues into her New York years,
when Sunday mornings meant hangovers and bagels; and ends in her beloved new
home, where she’s currently trying to master the art of the hotdish. Celebrating
Molly's Jewish/Chinese background with recipes for Asian Scotch Eggs and Scallion
Pancake Challah Bread and her new hometown Scandinavian recipes for
Cardamom Vanilla Cake and Marzipan Mandel Bread, Molly on the Range will
delight everyone, from longtime readers to those discovering her glorious writing
and recipes for the first time.

The Art of Living According to Joe Beef
Sam Kass, former chef to the Obamas and White House food policy advisor, makes
it easier to do a little better for your diet--and the environment--every day, through
smart ways to think about shopping, setting up your kitchen so the healthy stuff
comes to hand most naturally, and through 90 delicious, simple recipes. This book
lays out Kass's plan to eat a little better. Knowing that sustainability and
healthfulness come most, well, sustainably when new habits and choices seem
appealing rather than drastic and punitive, Kass shares his philosophy and
methods to help make it easy to choose, cook, and eat delicious foods without
depriving yourself of agency or pleasure. He knows that going organic, local, and
so forth all the time is just not realistic for most people, and that's ok--it's all about
choosing and doing a little better, and how those choices add up to big change. It's
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the philosophy he helped the Obamas instill in their home, both in Chicago and
that big white one in Washington.

Mastering My Mistakes in the Kitchen
Vivian Howard, star of PBS's A Chef's Life, celebrates the flavors of North Carolina's
coastal plain in more than 200 recipes and stories. This new classic of American
country cooking proves that the food of Deep Run, North Carolina -- Vivian's home
-- is as rich as any culinary tradition in the world. Organized by ingredient with
dishes suited to every skill level, from beginners to confident cooks, Deep Run
Roots features time-honored simple preparations alongside extraordinary meals
from her acclaimed restaurant Chef and the Farmer. Home cooks will find
photographs for every single recipe. Ten years ago, Vivian opened Chef and the
Farmer and put the nearby town of Kinston on the culinary map. But in a town
paralyzed by recession, she couldn't hop on every new culinary trend. Instead, she
focused on rural development: If you grew it, she'd buy it. Inundated by local sweet
potatoes, blueberries, shrimp, pork, and beans, Vivian learned to cook the way
generations of Southerners before her had, relying on resourcefulness, creativity,
and the traditional ways of preserving food. Deep Run Roots is the result of years
of effort to discover the riches of Eastern North Carolina. Like The Fannie Farmer
Cookbook, The Art of Simple Food, and The Taste of Country Cooking before it, this
is landmark work of American food writing. Recipes include: Family favorites like
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Blueberry BBQ Chicken Creamed Collard-Stuffed Potatoes Fried Yams with FiveSpice Maple Bacon Candy Chicken and Rice Country-Style Pork Ribs in Red CurryBraised Watermelon Show-stopping desserts like Warm Banana Pudding, Peaches
and Cream Cake, Spreadable Cheesecake, and Pecan-Chewy Pie. You'll also find
200 more quick breakfasts, weeknight dinners, holiday centerpieces, seasonal
preserves, and traditional preparations for all kinds of cooks.

Red Truck Bakery Cookbook
From "America's most watched cooking show," MasterChef Junior, comes a
cookbook of 100 playful baking recipes inspired by MasterChef Junior's young chef
contestants, plus plenty of tips, techniques, and step-by-step photographs to
enchant bakers ages 8 to 100! Like the dishes featured in the MasterChef Junior
Cookbook, the 100 recipes in the MasterChef Junior Bakes! celebrate creativity,
technique, and deliciousness, embracing simple to sophisticated and sweet to
savory baked goods. Young bakers will learn how to cream butter for Vanilla Bean
Sugar Cookies; shallow fry dough for Glazed Jelly Doughnuts with Powdered Sugar;
whip a silky chocolate ganache for German Chocolate Cupcakes with Ganache
Filling; and knead dough for cheesy Garlic Knots. Packed with baking guidance and
know-how, insider info from MasterChef Junior alumni, and photographs from your
favorite show moments, home bakers of all skill levels will be excited to bake like a
MasterChef.
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BraveTart: Iconic American Desserts
Desserts tell a story. Even the daintiest macaron take the person eating it on a
sensory journey from first look to last bite. For Caroline Khoo this story begins
when an idea for a new dessert design is sparked. I'm Just Here for Dessert is
generously packed with the recipes, techniques and clever styling tips behind
some of her most popular creations: armies of pastel-hued meringues,
unapologetically girly cupcakes, decadent tarts, statement cakes, mini cakes and
tiny ice creams. Master the basic skills and recreate these stunning confections, or
use the concept-building processes in each layer of this book to help you uncover
your own unique style.

Eat a Little Better
Over 85 stellar, totally do-able desserts and other fun-fueled treats for kids (or
adults!) to make, from Christina Tosi, founder of Milk Bar and MasterChef Junior
judge! Dedicated to the next generation of young bakers, Milk Bar: Kids Only
presents more than eighty-five fun and empowering recipes to inspire imagination
in the kitchen, from Apple Pie Waffles to PB&J Cereal Treats to Strawberries and
Cream Cupcakes to marshmallowy Choco Crunch Cookies. This is a cookbook that
teaches kitchen skills—perfect for kids as well as anyone who’s learning to
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bake—and reminds newbies and veteran bakers alike that a little personality adds
a a whole lot to the mix. Whether they're transforming a donut into a milkshake or
creating their own flavored butters for smearing onto biscuits, readers will have
plenty of opportunities for mixing and matching within recipes to help their
creativity run wild.

Milk Bar: Kids Only
The definitive word on tacos from native Angeleno Wes Avila, who draws on his
Mexican heritage as well as his time in the kitchens of some of the world's best
restaurants to create taco perfection. In a town overrun with taco trucks, Wes
Avila's Guerrilla Tacos has managed to win almost every accolade there is, from
being crowned Best Taco Truck by LA Weekly to being called one of the best things
to eat in Los Angeles by legendary food critic Jonathan Gold. Avila's approach
stands out in a crowded field because it's unique: the 50 base recipes in this book
are grounded in authenticity but never tied down to tradition. Wes uses ingredients
like kurobata sausage and sea urchin, but his bestselling taco is made from the
humble sweet potato. From basic building blocks to how to balance flavor and
texture, with comic-inspired illustrations and stories throughout, Guerrilla Tacos is
the final word on tacos from the streets of L.A.
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Everyone Can Bake
A collection of favorite recipes from the first five seasons of the popular television
competition show features such dishes as glazed lollipop wings, fish tacos with
guacamole, pan-seared chicken with shoestring fries, and green tea panna cotta.

100 Cookies
Forget everything you’ve heard about health-conscious baking. Simply, BabyCakes
is your key to an enlightened, indulgent, sweets-filled future. This is important
news not only for parents whose children have allergies, for vegans, and for others
who struggle with food sensitivities, but also for all you sugar-loving traditionalists.
The recipes in these pages prove that there is a healthy alternative to recklessly
made desserts, one that doesn't sacrifice taste or texture. Having experimented
endlessly with alternative, health-conscious sweeteners, flours, and thickeners,
Erin McKenna, the proprietress of beloved bakery BabyCakes NYC, developed these
recipes–most are gluten-free, all are without refined sugar–in hopes of combating
her own wheat, dairy, and sugar sensitivities. In BabyCakes, she shares detailed
information about the ingredients she uses (coconut flour, xanthan gum, and
agave nectar, for example) and how to substitute them properly for common
ones–all the while guiding you safely through techniques she’s spent years
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perfecting. When BabyCakes NYC opened on Manhattan’s Lower East Side in 2005,
it helped propel the gluten-free and vegan baking movement into a new
stratosphere. Suddenly there was a destination for those with wheat allergies and
other dietary restrictions–and, soon enough, celebrities and dessert lovers of every
kind–to indulge freely in delectable muffins and teacakes, brownies and cookies,
pies and cobblers. Enclosed within these pages are all the “secrets” you’ll need to
bring the greatness of BabyCakes NYC into your own home as well as raves and
recommendations from devotees such as Natalie Portman, Jason Schwartzman,
Mary-Louise Parker, Zooey Deschanel, and Pamela Anderson. For confectionists of
all kinds, delicious alternatives lie within: Red Velvet Cupcakes, Chocolate
Shortbread Scones with Caramelized Bananas, Strawberry Shortcake, and
BabyCakes NYC’s celebrated frosting (so delicious it has fans tipping back frosting
shots!), to name just a few. Finally, Erin’s blissful desserts are yours for the baking!

Ivan Ramen
Go off the clock with Christina Tosi of Momofuku Milk Bar as she bakes one-bowl
treats, grills with skills, and embraces simple, nostalgic—and often savory—recipes
made from supermarket ingredients. For anyone addicted to crack pie®, compost
cookies®, and cake truffles, here are their savory counterparts—such as
Kimcheezits with Blue Cheese Dip, Burnt Honey–Butter Kale with Sesame Seeds,
and Choose Your Own Adventure Chorizo Burgers—along with enough make-atPage 10/33
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home sweets to satisfy a cookie-a-day habit. Join Christina and friends as they cook
their way through “weaknights,” sleepovers, and late-night snack attacks to make
mind-blowingly delicious meals with whatever is in the pantry.

I'm Just Here for Dessert
A collection of more than 100 extraordinary desserts—all with photos and
meticulous instructions—by Cenk Sönmezsoy, creator of the internationally
acclaimed blog Cafe Fernando. Written, styled, photographed, and designed by
Cenk Sönmezsoy, The Artful Baker shares the inspiring story of a passionate home
baker, beginning with his years after graduate school in San Francisco and
showcasing the fruits of a baking obsession he cultivated after returning home to
Istanbul. Sönmezsoy’s stories and uniquely styled images, together with his
original creations and fresh take on traditional recipes, offer a thoughtful and
emotional window into the life of this luminary artist. The Artful Baker is comprised
of almost entirely new content, with a few updated versions of readers’ favorites
from his blog, such as Brownie Wears Lace, his signature brownies topped with
blond chocolate ganache and bittersweet chocolate lace (originally commissioned
by Dolce & Gabbana and awarded “Best Original Baking and Desserts Recipe” by
Saveur magazine); Raspberry Jewel Pluot Galette, a recipe inspired by Chez
Panisse’s 40th year anniversary celebrations; and Devil Wears Chocolate, his
magnificent devil’s food cake that graces the cover of the book. Each chapter
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highlights a variety of indulgences, from cookies to cakes and tarts to ice creams,
including recipes like Pistachio and Matcha Sablés; Tahini and Leblebi (doubleroasted chickpeas) Swirl Brownies; Sakura Madeleines; Sourdough Simit, the
beloved ring-shaped Turkish bread beaded with sesame seeds; Isabella Grape and
Kefir Ice Cream; Pomegranate Jam; and Blanche, a berry tart named after the
Golden Girl Blanche Devereaux. Every recipe in The Artful Baker has gone through
a meticulous development phase, tested by an army of home bakers having
varying levels of skill, equipment, and access to ingredients, and revised to ensure
that they will work flawlessly in any kitchen. Measurements of ingredients are
provided in both volume and weight (grams). Where a volume measurement isn’t
useful, weight measurements are provided in both ounces and grams.

One Tin Bakes
From David Chang, currently the hottest chef in the culinary world, comes this his
first book, written with New York Times food critic Peter Meehan, packed full of
ingeniously creative recipes. Already a sensational world star, Chang produces a
buzzing fusion of Korean/Asian and Western cuisine, creating a style of food which
defies easy categorisation. That it is fantastic, there is no doubt, and that it is
eminently cookable, there is also no doubt! In the words of Chang himself, it is‚
'bad pseudo-fusion cuisine'! The vibrant, urban feel of the book is teamed perfectly
with clear and insightful writing that is both witty and accessible. Backed by
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undeniably informed technique and a clearly passionate advocation of cutting-edge
fusion cooking, Chang's Momofuku is a stunning, no-holds barred, debut.

Guerrilla Tacos
Welcome to the sugar-fueled, manically creative cake universe of Christina Tosi.
It’s a universe of ooey-gooey banana-chocolate-peanut butter cakes you make in a
crockpot, of layer cakes that taste like Key lime pie, and the most baller birthday
cake ever. From her home kitchen to the creations of her beloved Milk Bar, All
About Cake covers everything: two-minute microwave mug cakes, buttery Bundts
and pounds, her famous cake truffles and, of course, her signature naked layer
cakes filled with pops of flavors and textures. But more than just a collection of
Christina’s greatest-hits recipes (c’mon, like that’s not enough?) this book will be
your guide for how to dream up and make cakes of any flavor you can think of,
whether you’re a kitchen rookie or a full-fledged baking hardbody.

Kill the Recipe
Joy Wilson believes that everything is better with pie. And caramel. And definitely
ice cream. Her world is pretty sweet: she dabbles daily in butter and sugar as her
blogging alter ego, Joy the Baker. Her new book, Joy the Baker Homemade
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Decadence, is packed with 125 of Joy’s favorite, supereasy, most over-the-top,
totally delicious treats, such as Dark Chocolate, Pistachio, and Smoked Sea Salt
Cookies; Butterscotch Cream Pie with Thyme-Marshmallow Meringue; Mint
Chocolate Chip Cake; and Strawberry Cheesecake Ice Cream. After all, every day is
an opportunity for sweets.

Milk Bar Life
A charming bakery cookbook with 85 southern baking recipes for favorites like
cookies, cakes, pies, and more to make every day delicious—from breakfast to
dessert. Nestled on Main Street among the apple orchards and rolling hills of rural
Virginia, Red Truck Bakery is beloved for its small town feel and standout baked
goods. Red Truck Bakery Cookbook is your one-way ticket to making these crowdpleasing confections at home. Full of fresh flavors, a sprinkle of homespun comfort,
and a generous pinch of Americana, the recipes range from Southern classics like
Flaky Buttermilk Biscuits and Mom’s Walnut Chews, to local favorites like the
Shenandoah Apple Cake and Appalachian Pie with Ramps and Morels. Between the
keepsake recipes are charming stories of the bakery’s provenance and 75
gorgeous photographs of evocative landscapes and drool-worthy delectables.
These blue-ribbon desserts and anytime snacks are sure to please! “I like pie.
That’s not a state secret… I can confirm that the Red Truck Bakery makes some
darn good pie.”—President Barack Obama
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Deep Run Roots
Founders of popular website The New Potato mix food with lifestyle in this trendy,
healthy cookbook: funny anecdotes, celebrity run-ins, and a healthy serving of
fashion. Sisters Danielle and Laura Kosann have always loved cooking and eating
out. But for them, it was never just about the food. It also meant the outfits they
wore to dinner, the decor of the restaurant, and the guest list at their dinner party.
Actually, food permeated every aspect of their lives. With inherent interests in
fashion, design, media, and celebrity, they realized nobody was ever looking at
these categories through the lens of food. Why weren’t people being asked about
what they were eating the way they were being asked about their style, their
careers, or their dating lives? In launching the website, Danielle and Laura not only
got to talk about food all the time, but they also collected a trove of hilarious
experiences in brushing elbows with celebrities from all walks of life. Now, their
debut cookbook brings together those antics and anecdotes with 85 original
recipes that anyone can make, as long as they’re hungry and have a kitchen. LimeBlueberry Pancakes? Stack ’em. Sweet Pea Carbonara? Give it a twirl. Then finish
the night off with a Bourbon Chai. Pull up a chair, have a bite, and get ready for
some great stories on the side.

The Jewelled Kitchen
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Tasty Express is full of easy-to-make, easy-to-take, wholesome and adventurous
cooking from multi-talented food blogger, Sneh Roy. Tasty Express is your
invitation to sample more than 100 exciting recipes from renowned blogger Sneh
Roy of the award-winning blog, Cook Republic. Her simple but imaginative
approach to cooking and her luscious photography have earned her legions of
devoted followers. Here she presents a stunning range of new recipes and a
scattering of her most popular creations. Sneh's inspirations include the
cosmopolitan eats of the urban food truck and inner city caf, the fresh variety of a
lively market and the unforgettable aromas of her childhood in India. She
embraces healthy takes on modern classics like tacos, flatbreads, veggie burgers,
granola and froyo, plus a few irresistibly naughty treats. Many of her hardworking
creations can be easily packed away in a lunchbox or picnic basket for work, your
next camping trip or potluck evening. The recipes are predominantly vegetarian,
and they can be easily repurposed with your own favourite ingredients. For Sneh,
food is about sharing with family and friends at happy mealtimes, picnics and
gatherings. It is also about quiet moments with a bowl of something comforting
and nourishing. In Tasty Express she brings her quirky sense of fun, her food and
her photography together and invites you to join her on a delicious, fun-filled
journey. Some of the wonderful dishes in the book include: Coconut Bircher Muesli,
Carrot Cake Muffins, Kulfi Milk, Eggplant Lasagna Steaks, Kale Soup With Grilled
Cheese, Brown Rice Biryani Salad, Quinoa Spice Croquettes, Sweet Potato And
Pepita Burgers, Tofu And Cashew Curry, Burnt Butter Caramel Slice, Coconut Froyo
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and Gingerbread Tiramisu.

Joy the Baker Homemade Decadence
From celebrated blogger Sarah Kieffer of The Vanilla Bean Baking Blog! 100
Cookies is a go-to baking resource featuring 100 recipes for cookies and bars,
organized into seven chapters. Chocolatey, fruity, crispy, chewy, classic,
inventive—there's a foolproof recipe for the perfect treat for everyone in this book.
• Introduces innovative baking techniques • Includes an entire chapter dedicated
to Kieffer's "pan banging" technique that ensures crisp edges and soft centers for
the most delicious cookies • Nearly every recipe is accompanied by a photograph.
Recipes range from the Classic Chocolate Chip made three different ways, to bars,
brownies, and blondies that reflect a wide range of flavors and global inspiration.
This is the comprehensive-yet-charming cookbook every cookie lover (or those who
love to bake cookies) needs. • Recipes include Marshmallow Peanut Butter
Brownies, Olive Oil Sugar Cookies with Blood Orange Glaze, Red Wine Cherry
Cheesecake Swirl Bars, and Pan-Banging Ginger Molasses, S'mores Cookies,
Snickerdoodles, and more • A great pick for the home baker who loves cookies, as
well as fans of Sarah Kieffer's blog and Instagram • You'll love this book if you love
cookbooks like Sally's Cookie Addiction by Sally McKenney; Dorie's Cookies by
Dorie Greenspan; and The Perfect Cookie: Your Ultimate Guide to Foolproof
Cookies, Brownies & Bars by America's Test Kitchen.
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Tasty Express
A collection of authentic Italian family recipes from the Season 4 winner of
MasterChef! Most of Italian chef Luca Manfe’s early memories, especially of family
holidays, revolve around food. Passed down from his nonnas, these recipes reflect
the warm, rustic flavors of Friuli, Italy: rich frico, risotto, and savory polenta. Also
showcased are the lighter bites that pair perfectly with a glass of wine: crostini
with ricotta and honey, or a tramezzini, the Italian version of English high-tea
sandwiches. Standout desserts include the tiramisu he made with his mother when
he was eight years old and his now-famous basil panna cotta that helped win him
the title of MasterChef. “I love to teach,” says Manfe, “I’ll show you the
fundamentals of fantastic Italian food, including homemade stock (I swear, it’s
easy), pasta from scratch, and more. My Italian Kitchen is packed with the food
that I love and that you and your family will love too.”

Momofuku
Features high-adrenaline vegan recipes inspired by slasher films and heavy metal
music, including bike messenger brownies; crouching cornbread, hidden broccoli;
and taco lasagna.
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How to Bake Everything
A comprehensive, deeply personal, and visually stunning guide to growing and
cooking vegetables from Britain’s foremost food writer, with more than 400 recipes
and extensive gardening notes. In the tradition of Roast Chicken and Other Stories
comes Tender, a passionate guide to savoring the best the garden has to offer. An
instant classic when it was first published in the UK, Tender is a cookbook, a primer
on produce, and above all, a beloved author’s homage to his favorite vegetables.
Slater’s inspired and inspiring writing makes this a book to sit with and savor as
much as one to prop open in the kitchen. The chapters explore 29 vegetables and
offer enticing, comforting recipes such as Potato Cakes with Chard and Taleggio, a
Tart of asparagus and Tarragon, and Grilled Lamb with Eggplant and Za’atar. With
wit, enthusiasm, and a charming lack of pretension, Slater champions
vegetables—through hands-on nurturing in the garden and straightforward
preparations in the kitchen—with this truly essential book for every kitchen library.

Masterchef Junior Cookbook
Collects trendsetting, quality recipes for home cooks, including such dishes as
crispy kimchi and cheddar omelette, clam pasta with chorizo and walnuts, and
cumin lamb chops with charred scallions and peanuts.
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MasterChef Junior Bakes!
In the most comprehensive book of its kind, Mark Bittman offers the ultimate
baker’s resource. Finally, here is the simplest way to bake everything, from
American favorites (Crunchy Toffee Cookies, Baked Alaska) to of-the-moment
updates (Gingerbread Whoopie Pies). It explores global baking, too: Nordic ruis,
New Orleans beignets, Afghan snowshoe naan. The recipes satisfy every flavor
craving thanks to more than 2,000 recipes and variations: a pound cake can
incorporate polenta, yogurt, ricotta, citrus, hazelnuts, ginger, and more. New
bakers will appreciate Bittman’s opinionated advice on essential equipment and
ingredient substitutions, plus extensive technique illustrations. The pros will find
their creativity unleashed with guidance on how to adapt recipes to become vegan,
incorporate new grains, improvise tarts, or create customized icebox cakes using a
mix-and-match chart. Demystified, deconstructed, and debunked—baking is
simpler and more flexible than you ever imagined.

All About Cake
Named one of the best cookbooks of the season by The New York Times,
Chowhound, Eater, Food & Wine, Forbes, and more. Acclaimed pastry chef
Dominique Ansel shares his simple, foolproof recipes for tarts, cakes, jams,
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buttercreams, and more “building blocks” of desserts for home cooks to master
and mix as they please. Dominique Ansel is the creator of beautiful, innovative,
and delicious desserts, from the Frozen S’More to the Cronut®, the croissantdoughnut hybrid that took the world by storm. He has been called the world’s best
pastry chef. But this wasn’t always the case. Raised in a large, working-class family
in rural France, Ansel could not afford college and instead began work as a baker’s
apprentice at age sixteen. There, he learned the basics—how to make tender
chocolate cakes, silky custards, buttery shortbread, and more. Ansel shares these
essential, go-to recipes for the first time. With easy-to-follow instructions and
kitchen tips, home cooks can master the building-blocks of desserts. These crucial
components can be mixed in a variety of ways, and Ansel will show you how: his
vanilla tart shell can be rolled out and stamped into cookies; shaped and filled with
lemon curd; or even crumbled into a topping for ice cream. This cookbook will
inspire beginners and experienced home cooks alike to bake as imaginatively as
Ansel himself.

The Artful Baker
A follow-up to the James Beard Award-nominated Super Natural Cooking features
100 vegetarian recipes for weekday-friendly dishes including Pomegranate-Glazed
Eggplant, Chickpea Saffron Stew and Salted Buttermilk Cakes. Original. 75,000 first
printing.
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My Last Supper
Take your baking from simple to sensational with Anna Olson's comprehensive
guide to beautiful baked goods. Bake with Anna Olson features more than 125
recipes from her popular Food Network Canada show. From chocolate chip cookies
to croquembouche, pumpkin pie to petits fours, Anna Olson's newest baking book
is full of delectable delights for every occasion, category and skill level. Beginner
bakers, dessert aficionados and fans of her show will find over 125 recipes to take
their baking to the next level, whether through perfecting a classic like New York
Cheesecake or mastering a fancy dessert like Chocolate Hazelnut Napoleon.
Introductory sections on essential tools and ingredients explain how to prepare
your kitchen for baking success, and Anna's helpful notes throughout point you
towards perfecting key details for every creation. Recipes for cookies and bars,
pies and tarts, cakes, pastries, and other desserts give bakers a range of ways to
savor their sweet skills, with a chapter on sauces and decors to round out your
knowledge, and a chapter on breads to practice your savory savoir-faire. Gorgeous
photography illustrates each recipe and guides you through difficult techniques.
Baking your way through Anna Olson's favorites couldn't be easier (or more
delicious!). Whether you're looking for a classic baking recipe or a new baking
challenge, Bake with Anna Olson is your new go-to baking book for all occasions!
From the Hardcover edition.
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Dining In
Learn deliciously authentic Korean cooking, from traditional Korean favorites to
modern recipes including Seoul-Style fusion. Food writer Naomi Imatome-Yun grew
up in the American suburbs helping her Korean grandmother cook Korean classics
and has spent over 15 years helping Korean Americans and non-Korean Americans
alike discover how easy and delectable authentic Korean cooking can be. Seoul
Food Korean Cooking includes: 135 step-by-step recipes for Korean barbecue,
kimchi, and more, including Sliced Barbecued Beef (bulgogi) like mom used to
make and those Spicy Stir-Fried Rice Cakes (tteokbokki) you loved on your trip to
Korea Special chapters for Korean bar food (anju) like Pork Bone Soup (gamjatang)
and fusion favorites like Army Base Stew (budae chigae) An overview of Korean
cooking and fun tidbits on food customs, table manners, and restaurant dining tips
Detailed lists of kitchen essentials, pantry staples, and Korean cooking ingredients,
with photos and shopping resources to aid the home chef

Wedding Cakes
Some of the most creative new minds in the kitchen and the most exhilarating new
voices in food writing come from the world of blogs. Michael Natkin, creator of the
wildly popular Herbivoracious.com, indisputably fits both of those descriptions. In
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Herbivoracious: A Vegetarian Cookbook for People Who Love to Eat, Natkin offers
up 150 exciting recipes (most of which have not appeared on his blog) notable
both for their big, bold, bright flavors and for their beautiful looks on the plate, the
latter apparent in more than 80 four-color photos that grace the book. This is
sophisticated, grown-up meatless cooking, the kind you can serve to company even when your guests are dedicated meat-eaters. An indefatigable explorer of
global cuisines, with particular interests in the Mediterranean and the Middle East
and in East and Southeast Asia, Natkin has crafted, through years of experimenting
in his kitchen and in loads of intensive give-and-take with his blog readers, dishes
that truly are revelations in taste, texture, aroma, and presentation. A third of the
book is taken up with hearty main courses, ranging from a robust Caribbean LentilStuffed Flatbread across the Atlantic to a comforting Sicilian Spaghetti with PanRoasted Cauliflower and around the Cape of Good Hope to a delectable Sichuan
Dry-Fried Green Beans and Tofu. An abundance of soups, salads, sauces and
condiments, sides, appetizers and small plates, desserts, and breakfasts round out
the recipes. Natkin, a vegetarian himself, provides lots of advice on how to craft
vegetarian meals that amply deliver protein and other nutrients, and the
imaginative menus he presents deliver balanced and complementary flavors, in
surprising and utterly pleasing ways. The many dozens of vegan and gluten-free
recipes are clearly noted, too, and an introductory chapter lays out the simple
steps readers can take to outfit a globally inspired pantry of seasonings and sauces
that make meatless food come alive.
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Molly on the Range
The celebrated French-born chef of New York's Jean George presents his most
personal book to date in a collection of favorite casual recipes inspired by his
family's dedication to two-day weekends, providing instructions for preparing such
options as Crab Toasts with Sriacha Mayonnaise, Parmesan-Crusted Chicken and
Buttermilk Pancakes with Warm Berry Syrup.

Herbivoracious
The debut cookbook from one of the most celebrated restaurants in Canada,
featuring inventive twists on French market cuisine, plus spirited anecdotes and
lush photography. Earning rave reviews for their unforgettable approach, Joe Beef
co-owners/chefs David McMillan and Frédéric Morin push the limits of traditional
French cuisine with over 125 recipes (nearly all of them photographed) for hearty
dishes infused with irreverent personality. The Strip Loin Steak comes complete
with ten variations, Kale for a Hangover wisely advises the cook to eat and then go
to bed, and the Marjolaine includes tips for welding your own cake mold. Joe Beef’s
most popular dishes are also represented, such as Spaghetti Homard-Lobster, Foie
Gras Breakfast Sandwich, Pork Fish Sticks, and Pojarsky de Veau (a big, moist
meatball served on a bone). The coup de grâce is the Smorgasbord—Joe Beef’s
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version of a Scandinavian open-faced sandwich—with thirty different toppings.
Featuring lively stories and illustrations showcasing gangsters, oysters, Canadian
railroad dining car food, the backyard smoker, and more, this nostalgic yet utterly
modern cookbook is a groundbreaking guide to living an outstanding culinary life.
From the Hardcover edition.

Tender
Renowned for beautiful cakes and whimsical confections, Miette Patisserie is
among the most beloved of San Francisco's culinary destinations for locals and
travelers. Miette's pretty Parisian aesthetic enchants visitors with tables piled high
with beribboned bags of gingersnaps, homemade marshmallows, fleur de sel
caramels, and rainbows of gumballs. This cookbook brings the enchantment home,
sharing 100 secret formulas for favorite Miette treats from chef and owner Meg
Ray. More than 75 gorgeous color photos capture the unique beauty of Miette
desserts and shops. Scalloped edges on the book block enhance the preciousness
of this fetching package. Just like the adorable cakes, cookies, clairs and tarts for
sale in Miette's case, this book is irresistible!

My Italian Kitchen
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The Aristocrats meets Vanity Fair in this stunning celebration of the world's most
famous chefs.

Great Tastes
An uproarious, inspiring cookbook from the longtime editor-in-chief of Food & Wine
magazine, in which the first lady of food spills the secret of her culinary ineptitude,
while learning—finally—to cook, side-by-side with some of the greatest chefs
working today, from David Chang to Alice Waters to Thomas Keller. For years,
Dana Cowin kept a dark secret: From meat to veggies, broiling to baking, breakfast
to dinner, she ruined literally every kind of dish she attempted. Now, in this
cookbook confessional, the vaunted “first lady of food” finally comes clean about
her many meal mishaps. With the help of friends—all-star chefs, including April
Bloomfield, Alex Guarnaschelli, and Tom Colicchio, among many others—Cowin
takes on 100 recipes dear to her heart. Ideal dishes for the home cook, each recipe
has a high “yum” factor, a few key ingredients, and a simple trick that makes them
special. With every dish, she attains a critical new skill, learning invaluable lessons
along the way from the hero chefs who help her discover exactly where she goes
wrong. Hilarious and heartwarming, encouraging and instructional, Mastering My
Mistakes in the Kitchen showcases Cowin’s plentiful cooking mistakes, inspiring
anyone who loves a good meal but fears its preparation. Featuring gorgeous full
color photography, it is an intimate, hands-on cooking guide from a fellow foodie
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and amateur home chef, designed to help even the biggest kitchen phobics
overcome their reluctance, with delicious results.

Home Cooking With Jean-Georges
Kill the Recipe is a cookbook and visual guidebook on the basics of radical
beanmaking and plant-based eating, written by Mark Andrew Gravel and illustrated
by Lucy Engelman. The book shows you, through a series of how-to's, all the ways
you can repurpose a simple pot of beans into other convenient and inexpensive
meals throughout the week. It guides you through making a heady soup or stew,
an earthy casserole, a velvety puree, a quick saute or a flavorful side, a cool salad,
easy bean patties and crunchy roasted beans. It also teaches you how to make
crispy bean fritters and bean pancakes as well as fix a quick pot in under 10
minutes. Kill the Recipe illustrates all of this, literally, and strives to broaden your
understanding of cooking in a way that will, ultimately, save you both time and
money.

Seoul Food Korean Cookbook
The end-all-be-all guide to ramen from Ivan Orkin, the iconoclastic New York-born
owner of Tokyo's top ramen shop. While scores of people line up outside American
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ramen powerhouses like Momofuku Noodle Bar, chefs and food writers in the know
revere Ivan Orkin's traditional Japanese take on ramen. Ivan Ramenchronicles
Orkin's journey from dyed-in-the-wool New Yorker to the chef and owner of one of
Japan's most-loved ramen restaurants, Ivan Ramen. His passion for ramen is
contagious, his story fascinating, and his recipes to-die-for, including master
recipes for the fundamental types of ramen, and variations on each. Likely the only
chef in the world with the knowledge and access to convey such a candid look at
Japanese cuisine to a Western audience, Orkin is perfectly positioned to author
what will be the ultimate English-language overview on ramen and all of its
components.

Momofuku Milk Bar
ONE TIN, 70 BAKES 'A brilliant idea for a book' and a 'must-have' Nigella Lawson
'Edd Kimber's One Tin Bakes is a dazzler of a baking book, using one simple tin to
make utterly enviable cakes, gorgeous pies, flavour-loaded buns and bars that'll
have you swooping in for seconds. Edd's photography and easy style captures in
each recipe a beautiful immediacy and freshness that made me linger on every
page without exception.' Dan Lepard Whether you want cookies or cakes, pastries
or desserts, something fruity, chocolatey, spiced or nutty, baking just got a whole
lot easier. From Praline Meringue Cake to Matcha Roll Cake, Peanut Butter Brookies
to Tahini Babka Buns, all you need is just one standard 9 x 13in baking tin. Varied
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and versatile, requiring minimal skill and little equipment, Edd Kimber's delicious
treats range from simple bakes to slice and serve to impressive but achievable
showstoppers. 'A terrifically clever idea - one tin, seventy bakes: From fabulous
cakes, cookies and bars to perfect pies and tarts. The recipes are accessible and
gorgeous - Edd really knows how to entice - but more importantly, he gives clear
instructions for successful bakes. A must-have in your kitchen!' Helen Goh 'This
book is a peek inside the mind of one of my favorite bakers, where creativity with
butter and sugar is paired with solid technique and downright fun. Edd shares a
true world of possibilities - all within a 9x13 tin. This book is an absolute must-have
for every home baker.' Joy Wilson 'I've been a fan of Edd's since he won the bake
off, not only because of his recipes but because of his character. There are no
gimmicks and his passion and energy are contagious. Most of all, he makes me
want to bake his recipes. This book is accessible yet elegantly photographed and
you always feel like he is speaking directly to you, which is special. Of course,
being American, I love a sheet cake and the generosity in these recipes makes me
want to go to a picnic or a potluck.' Claire Ptak 'Baking requires skill and perfection
and Edd's got it' Mary Berry 'Edd Kimber brings baking back into British homes'
Vogue

BabyCakes
a quick, illustrated guide to momofuku milk bar's wedding cake options.
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Miette
The highly anticipated complement to the New York Times bestselling Momofuku
cookbook, Momofuku Milk Bar reveals the recipes for the innovative, addictive
cookies, pies, cakes, ice creams, and more from the wildly popular Milk Bar bakery.
Momofuku Milk Bar shares the recipes for Christina Tosi’s fantastic desserts—the
now-legendary riffs on childhood flavors and down-home classics (all essentially
derived from ten mother recipes)—along with the compelling narrative of the
unlikely beginnings of this quirky bakery’s success. It all started one day when
Momofuku founder David Chang asked Christina to make a dessert for dinner that
night. Just like that, the pastry program at Momofuku began. Christina’s playful
desserts, including the compost cookie, a chunky chocolate-chip cookie studded
with crunchy salty pretzels and coffee grounds; the crack pie, a sugary-buttery
confection as craveable as the name implies; the cereal milk ice cream, made from
everyone’s favorite part of a nutritious breakfast—the milk at the bottom of a bowl
of cereal; and the easy layer cakes that forgo fancy frosting in favor of unfinished
edges that hint at the yumminess inside helped the restaurants earn praise from
the New York Times and the Michelin Guide and led to the opening of Milk Bar,
which now draws fans from around the country and the world. With all the recipes
for the bakery’s most beloved desserts—along with ones for savory baked goods
that take a page from Chang’s Asian-flavored cuisine, such as Kimchi Croissants
with Blue Cheese—and 100 color photographs, Momofuku Milk Bar makes baking
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irresistible off-beat treats at home both foolproof and fun.
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